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RCFV is primarily a tool for viewing text files with the option of using regular 
expression filters to selectively view parts of such files.  However, RCFV also allows 
you to select files from data stores using regular expression filters. You can search a 
folder, just its immediate subfolders, or optionally, all subfolders, for matching files 
in a much more powerful manner than standard Windows wildcards. 

For example, you can search a drive for the set of files with any of a set of certain 
extensions such as image files which end with “.jpg” or “.png”, etc.  If needed you 
could also include any number of other image file or other non-text file extensions 
or any other patterns in the file name that you are interested in.  

In general, RCFV is useful for reading non-text files in two ways.  One, you can use it 
to view such files in hexadecimal format and, two, you can use the File List window 
to copy, move, or delete the selected files (without actually having to view them).  
However, there is one other useful feature when dealing with these files and that is 
the ability to create a single, “directory” file containing the full path and file name 
of all the matching files in lieu of actually reading the files’ content.  You can then 
export that text to other programs which can make better use of that file list.  And, 
in the case of image files, you can also render them in your browser as we will see 
below.
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This dialog 
window gives 
you the option 
of selecting the 
top level folder 
for the file 
search.

Right clicking the add file button produces the 
Bulk file selection dialog window. This window 
is used for specifying the starting folder for a 
search plus a file name, or a folder with optional 
text and wildcards. A folder browse window is 
provided to quickly select this folder.

In this case we want to access all files in the 
folder C:\Dropbox\RCFV\Downloads 
which have an extension of jpg or png.



This window is used for specifying the starting folder for a search plus a file name, or a folder with optional text and 
wildcards. Even more useful, though, is the use of \\ to delimit the path to search, from a regular expression which will be 
used to select matching files.

We have specified our top-level folder, C:\Dropbox\RCFV\Downloads, in which we want to begin the search.  We want to 
find all files in this folder and any contained folders which have an extension of jpg or png.



This dialog 
window gives 
you the option 
of constraining 
the search.  
Searching is a 
generally slow 
operation so 
limiting the 
scope can be 
quite useful to 
speed it up.

We will select option 3 
since we want to include all 
the subfolders under our 
top-level folder plus any 
contained folders as well.



Since we have selected non-text files we are prompted to create a single file 
containing the full path and file name for each. This is typically what you want to do 
with non-text files. 

Select option 6 to create an RCFV file for each file 
matching the regular expression.  This is only 
useful for non-text files if you want to view the 
files in hexadecimal format or if you want to be 
able to move, copy, or delete selected files from 
the full set of matching files.

The files in the path list can be ordered in a number of ways. Typically, they will be 
ordered by either file name (including path) or, particularly for image files, by date 
taken.  The latter defaults to the file creation date if the date taken information 
doesn’t exist.

In this case we will select option 1 to display the files in path+filename order.



Here is the alphabetized list of 
the file names and their full 
path corresponding to the 
regular expression we specified 
in the Bulk file selection 
window. 

Note that we can use Copy 
and Edit to export this 
directory list to our text 
editor or the clipboard to 
paste into some other 
program.



We’ve pressed the C key, {Shift}+{c}, to open the Copy and Edit dialog window.  
(We could also have used the context menu.)  Options 1 and 3 are useful to 
export the file list to external programs for additional processing.  

Option 2 is where RCFV provides some level of image support.  You can display 
image files or image urls graphically in your browser with this option.  In fact, as 
you will see below, RCFV can also resize the images to be either smaller or 
larger (with a possible loss of resolution) or to be constrained within the 
specified pixel limit.



Here are the images specified in the path list above. We’ve skipped a few steps just to show what 
one format of the output can look like in your browser.

We will go into more detail in a subsequent example.



As shown above you can use RCFV to resize and combine 
multiple images into a “tableau” using your browser as the 
rendering agent.  You can then copy that set of images into 
other programs such as email to send them to others or a 
word processor or any other image-friendly software.  You 
can also use the browser’s Print option to create a PDF file.

Whereas before, we gathered images from across multiple 
folders, it is more often the case that we have a folder 
containing a set of images that we want to resize and display.  
We will show, below, an example of that and the various 
output formats that RCFV provides.
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You can drag a folder name or 
one or more highlighted files 
to the viewer.  (Copy and 
paste works too, of course.)

Here is a folder containing a number of images that we want 
to resize and combine to send to our friends.



Since at least some of the files (in this case, all) are non-text you are 
prompted to create a single path list file containing each of the file 
paths and names instead of actually including the contents of each 
file in a separate RCFV file.  

Note: you can force this query when selecting just text files by setting 
an option in the General tab of the Settings screen.

We will choose option 3 to create a single RCFV file 
containing the full path name of all the files ordered by the 
Date Taken metadata in the image (or the file creation date 
if the date taken information is unavailable).



We will choose option 2 to allow our browser to render the images.  Note that 
normally the browser will just render the text in the viewer as is.  The exceptions are 
image urls and image files which will get rendered graphically.

Here are the file names in Date Taken order. Since we want to 
render them in our browser we will press {Shift}+{c} to open 
the Copy and Edit dialog.



If the text to be rendered by the browser contains images – and in this case 
it is only images – we are prompted for the sizing parameters.



You have several options for displaying the images in the browser window:  
(1) You can stack them vertically with a caption underneath consisting of the file name plus the date taken 

(or file creation date).
(2) You can stack them vertically without a caption.
(3) You can display the images horizontally in the browser window.  This is the most space efficient display 

and is particularly useful for smaller images. Check out the display of the png images in the previous 
example above.



Here are the images with the file name (and date taken) underneath as captions.  The image height is 150.



Here the images are stacked vertically separated only by new line characters. The image height is 300.



Here the images are wrapped horizontally. The image height is 450.



And, finally, you can easily 
create a pdf containing your 
images (and text, if any) by 
using the Print command in 
your browser.

Here is a sample page of the 
pdf containing multiple 
images that can be created 
by the Chrome browser Print
command.



We just saw some ways to display and resize images from local files. We 
showed how you can create a list of files via a brute force folder search or just 
by selecting a set of files in a given folder.  Then, given a list of image files, we 
can very easily display them in a browser window.

You can extract multiple image urls from web pages and then download the 
images. But we can also use Copy and Edit, as before, to resize and display 
images in a browser window which have been retrieved from the web.

• We will demonstrate this using an artist’s web site: 

HTTPS://ARTCGALLERY.COM/collections/harry-c-tabak

• We’ll use the explicit links option so we can easily filter the urls we want
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Note that we are 
opening this web page 
with explicit urls since 
we want to select the 
images based on text 
contained in  the url 
values.

We will ensure that 
each url contained in 
the web page will be on 
a separate line.



Here is the unfiltered text of the artist’s 
webpage displaying explicit links, each on 
its own line.



We’ve filtered on the explicit urls which are 
always preceded by :: .  Note that we have 
checked Visual spaces to show the space 
after the two colons.



We’ve added a term to the filter so we will 
match lines containing hyperlinks AND 
those containing the word grande. 

Of course, we could also have used a single 
include filter, ^::\s.*grande in this 
particular case. The AND option is 
especially useful when there are 3 or more 
terms.



Finally, we have added a couple of exclude 
filters to remove the urls that we don’t 
want, viz., those containing the terms 
_copy_ and _thumb_.

We could now select all the urls above and 
download them using RCFV as we have 
done previously.  

If you wanted to, you could open them in 
the default browser, but you could do that 
directly in the browser so there is little 
need to use RCFV for that.



But we are not limited to just downloading the images.  We can also 
display all the selected images in our browser with some, all, or none of 
the associated text.  In this case we just want to display the images, so 
we have specified our filters accordingly.

Note that any large images can be displayed in a more appropriate size 
of our choosing.



When using [Copy and Edit]
with text containing images
RCFV gives you the ability to 
display most images with a 
specific or maximum height. 
To maintain the original 
aspect ratio, you can only 
specify values for the height.  
Since none of the images on 
this page contain any explicit 
sizing parameters the height 
for all of them will be forced 
to 450 pixels.



Some HTML for images contains caption 
or identifying information.  For images 
that do not the url is used as the caption.

In this case we just want to see the 
images.



You can stack the images vertically by 
forcing newline characters after each 
image.  Alternatively, the images will be 
stacked horizontally.

In this case we want to stack the images 
vertically.



Here are the images in the 
browser using the default 
height value of 450 pixels.  
On they left they are 
reduced in size to 25% of  
normal to show the whole 
display.  On the right they 
are displayed at 100%.



Here we’ve picked a smaller 
height for the images. To the 
right is the browser output at 
67% magnification showing 
the images with captions.

We can then copy them into a 
different program for saving or 
printing, or to an email to send 
to others.



Here are the images using a height of 450 pixels stacked horizontally with no caption and no newline characters.



We’ve copied the images from the browser to an email.  We want to send a sample of the artist’s work without any of the associated text.



In the last example we will show you something that many may have 
always wanted and that is a way to see “celebrity weight loss” and 
other pictures of this ilk without having to click through 40 or 
more screens filled with ads.

We wanted to see what Chrissy Metz looks like after losing some 
weight. Unfortunately, she was very near the end of the slide show 
and we had to do a lot of clicking to get to her.

We will show you how you can let RCFV do the work for you plus how 
you can select the images with or without the accompanying text and 
include all the desired data in a single document which you can save 
or send to others.

Here is the initial url we will be reading (followed by all the 
associated additional pages):

https://newsharper.com/trending/celebrity-weight-loss-want-to-know-
their-secrets-chrissy-metz
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Here is the url we will start 
with. Since we are interested 
in the associated images we 
must ensure that they are 
included with the text.

Note that we are not limiting 
the number of subsequent 
pages to read since we don’t 
know how many there are.

Be aware that you may have 
to monitor this because 
many of these sites want to 
keep you going and will 
“link” the last page of one 
topic to the first of another. 
RCFV tries to determine the 
end of a related set of pages 
but may not always identify 
this correctly.



Here is a blown-up list of the 79 pages needed to 
obtain all the images.  We’ve filtered on ^http to 
view them.



Here is the output filtered on lines ending 
with .jpg¹ including the 2 lines following each 
matched line to display the associated text 
followed by a blank line.



{Shift}+{c} or the context menu 
may be used to bring up the Copy 
and Edit options dialog. We want 
to use the browser to render the 
images, so we’ll pick option 2.

Since the filtered text includes 
context lines, we will select option 
1 to remove them from the text 
sent to the browser.



Since there are images involved, RCFV will let you size the pixel height of the images within the limits you specify.  

If you just specify a single value for images, such as these, without any sizing information attached, that value will be used as the 
height of the image.  The browser will calculate the width based on the aspect ratio.  We will take the default value of 300.



Since we are including the text associated with the images we have no need of a caption so we will reply No.

Having a caption automatically implies that each image will start on a new line. When there is no caption you can add a newline 
after each image if you want.  In this case we don’t need to but we will reply Yes to add a little extra spacing.



Here is the beginning of the output 
in the browser window. Below we 
will show 3 pieces from the 
browser window showing most of 
the images from the many web 
pages contained in the RCFV file.

Note that the text is not word-
wrapped here but, when you paste 
it into another application such as 
MS Word or your email program, it 
will be displayed as you would 
expect.



By the way, here is 
Chrissy Metz.



Here is one more example using the 
same file.  We will filter just the 
images this time with no context, 
viz., \.jpg¹$, and then use Copy and 
Edit again to display them without 
any accompanying text and without 
forcing each onto a new line.





In this tutorial we have shown how one can use RCFV to easily select, 
resize, and display images, with or without additional text, in 
conjunction with the default browser. We have used Chrome for our 
examples but other Windows’ browsers should act similarly.

We showed how to use regular expressions to select specific image files 
within a set of folders and then easily display them in a browser window 
in a number of formats.

We showed how to display web page images similarly in a browser window.

We showed how using the multipage access ability of RCFV to extract 
images from multiple related web pages allowed the automation of image 
display which otherwise would require a large amount of user 
interaction.

And, taking advantage of the browser Print command, we showed how simple 
it is to create a pdf file containing the selected images and/or text.
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